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Abstract
We give an algorithm to create orthogonal drawings of 3-connected 3-regular planar graphs
such that each interior face of the graph is drawn with a prescribed area. This algorithm
produces a drawing with at most 12 corners per face and 4 bends per edge, which improves the
previous known result of 34 corners per face.
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Introduction

A planar graph is a graph that can be drawn without crossing. Fáry, Stein and Wagner [10, 23, 27]
proved independently that every planar graph has a drawing such that all edges are drawn as
straight-line segments.
Sometimes additional constraints are imposed on the drawings. The most famous one is to have
integer coordinates while keeping the area small; it was shown in 1990 that this is always possible
in O(n2 ) area [7, 22]. Another restriction might be to ask whether all edge lengths are integral;
this exists if the graph is 3-regular [11], but is open in general.
We consider drawings with prescribed face areas. Ringel [20] showed that not all planar graphs
have straight-line drawings with prescribed face areas. Thomassen [24] showed that they do exist
for planar graphs with maximum degree 3. We study here orthogonal drawings.
Graph drawings with prescribed face areas are motivated by cartograms, which are distortions
of maps such that faces (i.e., countries in a map) should be proportional to some property of the
country, such as population. Note that maps, with a few exceptions, have maximum degree 3 (i.e.,
no four countries meet in a point.) We use the term orthogonal cartogram for an orthogonal drawing
with prescribed areas for interior faces.
Known results Raisz introduced rectangular cartograms [19], which are orthogonal cartograms
where every face (including the outer-face) is a rectangle. Kant and He [14] and Ungar [25] characterized (independently) exactly which planar graphs have a rectangular drawing, but not all these
graphs have a rectangular drawing that respects given face areas. Eppstein et al. [9] gave an algorithm to test whether a graph has a rectangular cartogram for all possible area assignments, but
their algorithm is not polynomial.
So to create a cartogram of an arbitrary graph, one must either allow error on the area, or on
the adjacencies, or allow more complicated shapes. In 2004, van Kreveld and Speckmann gave an
algorithm to draw rectangular cartograms, where there can be a small error both on the adjacencies
and on the areas [26]. In 2005, de Berg, Mumford, and Speckmann proved that any planar graph
with maximum degree 3 and 3-connected dual can be drawn orthogonally with prescribed face
areas and at most 60 corners per face [3]. In their journal version they reduced this to 40 corners
[5], and Kawaguchi and Nagamochi reduced it further to 34 corners per face [15]. In a different
work, Rahman, Miura and Nishizeki, gave an algorithm to draw a special class of graphs called
good slicing graphs with at most 8 corners per face [18]. See also [4, 6, 12, 16] for other works on
rectangular and orthogonal cartograms.
Our results In this paper, we give a new algorithm to create orthogonal cartograms of 3-connected
3-regular planar graphs. The resulting drawings have at most 12 corners per face. The outer-face
is a rectangle. Our work hence improves the work by de Berg et al. and Kawaguchi and Nagamochi
[5, 15]. Contrasting our work to the one by Rahman et al. [18], they use fewer corners, but our
result is significantly less restrictive on the graph class. Our drawings can be found in O(n log n)
time.
Our approach is substantially different from the one in [3]. They obtained drawings by modifying
the graph until it has a rectangular cartogram, and then “fixing up” adjacencies by adding thin
connectors where needed. Our approach works throughout with the original graph and produces
a drawing directly. We find this a more natural approach, and it also eases bounding the number
of bends. Our algorithm is based on Kant’s canonical ordering [13], a useful tool for many graph
drawing algorithms. However, it does not use the ordering directly, but uses it to split the graph
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into two smaller graphs (or one graph and a face); this decomposition to our knowledge was not
known before and may be of independent interest in the graph drawing community.
Due to space limits we omit some details of correctness; a full exposition can be found in [21].
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Background and Preliminaries

Let G = (V, E) be a graph with n = n(G) = |V | vertices and m = m(G) = |E| edges. Throughout
this paper, we will assume that G is simple (has no loops or multiple edges) and planar, i.e., can
be drawn without crossing. Such a drawing determines faces, i.e., the maximal connected pieces
of the plane. The unbounded piece in such a drawing is called the outer-face; we assume that the
outer-face has been fixed.
An orthogonal drawing of a planar graph is a drawing without crossing where vertices are
represented by points and edges are represented by sequences of contiguous horizontal or vertical
line segments. In what follows, we will identify the graph-theoretic entity (vertex, edge) with the
geometric entity (point, sequence of segments) that represents it. A place where an edge switches
direction is called a bend.
For orthogonal drawings, it is important to keep the number of bends small, so that the drawings
can be understood easily. We will bound here both the number of bends per edge, and the number
of bends that are on a face. For cartogram purposes, it is also important to keep the shape of the
face as simple as possible. Hence we will also bound the number of corners in a face, which is the
number of angles other than 180◦ . Every bend is a corner, but corners may also occur at vertices.
Let A be a function that assigns non-negative integers to interior faces of G. We say that a
planar drawing of G respects the given face areas if every interior face f of G is drawn with area
A(f ). We use A(G) to denote the sum of A(f ) over all interior faces f of a graph G.
A graph is 3-connected if it is necessary to remove at least 3 vertices to make it disconnected.
A planar 3-connected graph is known to have a canonical ordering [13]. This is a partition V =
V1 ∪ . . . ∪ VK such that V1 contains the endpoints v1 , v2 of an edge on the outer-face, as well as
exactly all vertices on the interior face adjacent to (v1 , v2 ). For 1 < k < K, set Vk can be (a)
a singleton {z} that has at least two neighbours in V1 ∪ . . . ∪ Vk−1 and at least one neighbour
in Vk+1 ∪ . . . ∪ VK , or (b) a chain, i.e., path {z1 , . . . , zr } of r ≥ 2 vertices such that z1 and zr
have exactly one neighbour in V1 ∪ . . . ∪ Vk−1 , no other vertex of the chain has a neighbour in
V1 ∪ . . . ∪ Vk−1 , and all vertices of the chain have a neighbour in Vk+1 ∪ . . . ∪ VK . Finally, VK is a
singleton {vn } that belongs to the outer-face and is adjacent to v1 . See Figure 1 for an example,
and many graph drawing papers and books (e.g. [13, 2, 1, 17, 8]) for more details on the canonical
ordering and its applications.
We assume that the input graph is undirected, but during the algorithm we impose directions
onto some of the edges, resulting in a partially oriented graph. In such a partially ordered graph,
the in-degree (out-degree) of a vertex is the number of its incoming (outgoing) edges.

3

Dart-shaped graphs

Assume that G = (V, E) is a 3-connected 3-regular planar graph with a canonical ordering V =
V1 ∪ . . . ∪ VK . This naturally implies a partial edge orientation of G which we call a canonical
orientation: direct the edges from a vertex in Vi to a vertex in Vj if i < j. Edges between vertices
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in the same set remain undirected. This partial orientation is acyclic, i.e., it contains no directed
cycle.
In a partially oriented graph we use the term vertical path for a simple path where all edges are
directed from one end to the other. In a canonical orientation a vertical path connects vertices in
Vi1 , Vi2 , ..., Vik with i1 < i2 < · · · < ik ; hence the name. A horizontal path is a simple path where
all edges are undirected. In a canonical orientation, all vertices in a horizontal path belong to the
same set Vi ; hence the name.
Definition 1 Let G = (V, E) be a plane graph with an acyclic partial edge orientation. G is called
dart-shaped with respect to the orientation if:
D1. The outer-face consists of a horizontal path Pb (connecting a vertex cl to a vertex cr ), and
two vertical paths, Pl (from cl to a vertex ct ), and Pr (from cr to ct ). These paths are interior
vertex-disjoint. The vertices cl , cr , ct will be called left, right and top corner-vertex, and the
paths Pb , Pl , Pr will be called bottom, left and right path of G.
D2. Walking around any face, we encounter an undirected edge, a non-empty vertical path in the
same direction as the walk, a horizontal path (possibly empty), and a non-empty vertical path
in the opposite direction to the walk.
D3. deg(cl ) = deg(cr ) = deg(ct ) = 2. All other vertices have degree at most 3.
D4. Every vertex 6= ct has exactly one outgoing edge.
See also Figure 1b. From now on, whenever we speak of a dart-shaped graph G, we will use
cl , cr , ct , Pb , Pl , Pr for its corner-vertices and paths without specifically recalling that notation.
Notice that D3. and D4. imply that no vertex on Pb has an incoming edge.
Using the properties of a canonical ordering, it is easy to see the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1 Let G be a planar 3-connected 3-regular graph. Let V1 ∪. . .∪VK be a canonical ordering
of G, with V1 = {v1 , · · · , vj } (in order around the face) and VK = vn . Then G0 = G − v1 , with the
partial orientation induced by the canonical orientation of G, is dart-shaped and its corner-vertices
are cl = vj , cr = v2 and ct = vn .

3.1

Decomposing a dart-shaped graph

We now show how to split a dart-shaped graph into smaller dart-shaped graphs, which will allow us
later to build a recursive algorithm to create orthogonal cartograms. The partial edge orientation
remains the same throughout all splits, and hence will not always be mentioned.
Theorem 1 Let G be a dart-shaped graph. If G has more than one interior face, then:
(a) G can be decomposed into two dart-shaped graphs by splitting along a vertical path from the
interior of Pb to the interior of Pl or Pr (see Figure 2a), or
(b) G can be decomposed into a dart-shaped graph and a face containing cl and cr by splitting along
a horizontal path from the interior of Pl to the interior of Pr (see Figure 2b).
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Figure 1: (a) Canonical orientation of G. (b) G − v1 is dart-shaped. Undirected edges are hashed.
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Figure 2: (a) Vertical decomposition of G into two dart-shaped graphs. (b) Horizontal decomposition of G into a dart shaped graph and a face.
Proof: The proof has two cases, leading to two different splits.
Case (1): Pb has at least two edges. Pick any vertex u 6= cl , cr in the interior of Pb . Follow the
vertical path starting from the outgoing edge of u. This path is not a cycle because G is acyclic,
and it is unique since every vertex 6= ct has out-degree one. Also, the path must reach some vertex
6= cl , cr , ct on Pl or Pr since vertices on Pb have in-degree 0 and ct has in-degree 2 and its incident
edges are one on Pl and the other on Pr . Let v be the first vertex on Pl ∪ Pr that is on this path,
and let Pv be the path from u to v. Pv divides G into two subgraphs, and it is not hard to verify
that they are dart-shaped.
Case (2): Pb is an edge (cl , cr ). By condition (D1), (cl , cr ) is undirected. Consider the interior face
of G adjacent to (cl , cr ). By (D2), it consists of the edge (cl , cr ), a vertical path P1 ⊆ Pl (since
every vertex has only one outgoing edge) starting at cl and ending at some vertex c0l , a vertical
path P2 ⊆ Pr starting at cr and ending at some vertex c0r , and (maybe) a horizontal path Ph from
c0l to c0r . We know that (cl , cr ) cannot be this horizontal path because cl and cr are in Pb and hence
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have no incoming edges.
If Ph is empty, then c0l = c0r , which (since Pl and Pr are interior vertex-disjoint) implies c0l =
0
cr = ct and all of G is one interior face, a contradiction. So Ph is non-empty, and it splits G into
the face containing (cl , cr ) and the subgraph Gt containing ct . It is not hard to see that Gt is
dart-shaped, which proves the result.
2
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Algorithm for orthogonal cartograms

We first provide an outline of our algorithm to create orthogonal cartograms. It has the following
steps: (1) Compute the canonical order of G and the partial edge orientation. (2) Let G0 = G − v1 ;
G0 is dart-shaped. (3) Split G0 into two dart-shaped graphs G1 and G2 . (4) Draw G1 and G2
separately (recursively) within a prescribed shape. (5) Combine the drawings of G1 and G2 into a
single drawing.
The difficulty of this algorithm lies in in combining the drawings of G1 and G2 . These two
graphs share vertices, so if we draw G1 first, this forces some of the vertices to be at fixed locations
in the drawing of G2 . Since our algorithm works recursively, we must allow to fix the positions of
some vertices on the outer-face of the graph. But then it is not possible to split the drawing region
into simple regions, such as rectangles.
Therefore, we use a significantly more complex shape, which we call a T-staircase, defined
formally in Section 4.1. In order to draw subgraphs in it recursively, we need to break it apart into
smaller T-staircases; we discuss this in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3 we describe exactly where on a
T-staircase the vertices of G0 can be fixed, so that G0 can be drawn with correct face areas inside
any T-staircase. We call this a correct pinning. Then we combine everything together and explain
the choice of T-staircase in the outermost recursion in Lemma 4.3.

4.1

T-staircases

Definition 2 A T-staircase is an x-monotone orthogonal polygon for which the upper chain consists
of just one edge (the top side) and the lower chain consists of a descending staircase (the left curve),
one horizontal edge (the base) and an ascending staircase (the right curve). Furthermore, all corners
1
of the polygon except the two bottommost ones are within distance 4t
from the top, where t is the
length of the top side.
See Figure 3a for an example. The top ε-region is the topmost region inside the T-staircase
1
with height 4t
; it has area at most 41 and by definition contains all corners on the left and right
curves. Thus, the segments of these curves outside the top ε-region are straight vertical lines. The
left and right stairs are the portion of the left and right curves inside the top ε-region and the left
and right sides are the segments of the left and right curves outside the top ε-region.
1
Let h be the height of the left and right curves. The left/right ε-region is a 4h
× h rectangle
adjacent to the left/right side, and inside the T-staircase. Then, the top, left and right ε-regions
together have area at most 43 . We use the ε-regions to place all necessary bends. Since the area of
these regions is smaller than the area of any face (recall that face areas are integers), it is possible
to include any portion of the ε-regions in any face and still be able to draw it with correct area.
The allowed segment of the top side is the segment starting at the x-coordinate of the right
side of the left ε-region and ending at the x-coordinate of the left side of the right ε-region. We
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will later see that vertices on the top side of a T-staircase will only be assigned to points along the
allowed segment. For any T-staircase T , denote its area by A(T ).

4.2

Decomposing T-staircases

The idea now is to break any dart-shaped graph G into two pieces (as in Theorem 1), and place
the pieces in a T-staircase T recursively. To do so, we first must argue that T can be divided into
two T-staircases suitably, even if the endpoints of the dividing line are restricted in their location.
Let a pinning point be a point that is either on the interior of a vertical segment of the left or right
stairs, or on a reflex corner of the left or right stairs.
We now give two lemmas for how to divide a T-staircase; they mirror (and will be applied to)
the two different cases of how to divide a dart-shaped graph.
Lemma 4.1 Let T be a T-staircase and let 1 ≤ A ≤ A(T ) − 1. Then we can divide T with an
orthogonal path l into two T-staircases of area A and A(T ) − A. Moreover, we can restrict l as
follows:
• l begins at a (pre-specified) pinning point v, or at an (un-specified) point on the allowed
segment of T .
• l ends at an (un-specified) point on the base of T .
• l has at most one bend.
Proof: Assume l is restricted to begin at a pinning point v, which by symmetry we assume to be
on the left stairs. Draw a horizontal line from v to some x-coordinate X (to be determined later)
that is above the base; this is feasible since v is at a pinning point. Continue vertically to the base
from there. See Figure 3b. If l is instead restricted to begin at the allowed segment, then simple
make it a vertical line segment at x-coordinate X (to be determined.) See Figure 3c.
To see that a suitable value X exists, use the mean value theorem. If X is at the right side of
the left ε-region, then the area to the left of l is ≤ 43 < A, so this X was too small. If X is at the
left side of the right ε-region, then the area to the right of l is ≤ 34 < A(T ) − A, so this X was too
big. By the mean value theorem, hence a suitable X exists.
It is straightforward to verify that the two resulting shapes are indeed T-staircases.
2
Lemma 4.2 Let T be a T-staircase and let 1 ≤ A ≤ A(T ) − 1. Then we can divide T with an
orthogonal path l into a T-staircase T 0 of area A containing the allowed segment and a face B.
Moreover, we can restrict l as follows:
• l begins at a pinning point on the left stairs, or at the left endpoint of the allowed segment.
• l ends at a pinning point on the right stairs, or at the right endpoint of the allowed segment.
• l has at most 4 bends.
Proof: Assume first that the endpoints of l are required to be the pinning points u and v on
the left/right stairs. We usually cannot draw a straight line from u to v because their positions
are fixed, and the line between them may not be horizontal and/or may not create an area of
appropriate size. Thus, we connect u to v with a path l with four bends, as follows:
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Figure 3: (a) Example of a T-staircase. (b) and (c) Division of T into two T-staircases with
prescribed areas. Figures are not to scale (the height of the ε-regions is hugely exaggerated.)
• Draw a horizontal line segment S1 from u to the right until the boundary of the left ε-region.
• Draw a horizontal line segment S5 from v to the left until the boundary of the right ε-region.
• Segments S2 [S4 ] attach to S1 [S5 ] and go downward until some y-coordinate Y (to be determined.)
• Segment S3 is a horizontal segment at y-coordinate Y that connects S2 and S4 .
The other cases of restrictions on endpoints of l are done similarly, except that we omit segment
S1 and/or S5 . See Figure 4 for an example.
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Figure 4: Example of B and T 0 when (a) both ends of l are at pinning points, and (b) exactly one
end of l is at a pinning point.
In any of the cases above, we can see that the area T 0 above l is a T-staircase since its corners
(except the bottommost ones) are in the top ε-region. It remains to argue that a suitable Y exists.
This is again done with the mean value theorem: Y = 0 is too small since the area below l would
have area ≤ 43 , but Y at the bottom of the top ε-region is too big, since the area above l would
have area ≤ 34 . So a suitable Y exists.
2
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4.3

Pinning dart-shaped graphs to T-staircases

Now, we will define a condition that guarantees that a dart-shaped graph with prescribed interior
face areas can be drawn inside a T-staircase:
Definition 3 Let G be a dart-shaped graph and T be a T-staircase. A partial assignment of outerface vertices of G to points on the boundary of T is called a correct pinning of G to T if the following
constraints are satisfied:
C1. The points assigned to vertices correspond to the order of vertices along the outer-face of G.
C2. Any vertex v ∈ Pl /Pr with deg(v) = 3 is either assigned to a pinning point on the left/right
stairs, or could be assigned to a point on the allowed segment such that the order of vertices
is respected.
C3. Any corner of T has a vertex assigned to it, with at most 6 exceptions: the endpoints of the
top side, the endpoints of the base, and the bottommost corner of the left and right stairs.
These points are circled in Figure 3a.
C4. If there is a bend at the bottommost corner of the left or right stairs, then there are no vertices
assigned to the vertical segment below it except (perhaps) at the endpoints of the base.
Lemma 4.3 Let G be a dart-shaped graph that is pinned correctly to a T-staircase T of area A(G).
Then G has a drawing inside T that respects the pinned vertices and the given face areas.
Proof: Nothing is to show if G has only a single interior face, since the correct pinning ensures
that fixed vertices are drawn in order, and unpinned vertices can be added suitably. So assume
that G has at least two interior faces. By Theorem 1 G can be split into smaller graphs, either with
a vertical path or a horizontal path. We now distinguish two cases, depending on the type of split.
Case (1): Assume G can be divided into two dart-shaped graphs Gl and Gr by a vertical path
from a vertex u 6= cl , cr in Pb to a vertex v 6= cl , cr , ct in Pl ∪ Pr . Assume that v ∈ Pl ; the other case
is similar. Since G is pinned correctly to T and deg(v) = 3, vertex v is either assigned to a pinning
point on the left stairs or could be placed on the allowed segment. By Lemma 4.1, we can divide T
into two T-staircases Tl and Tr of area A(Gl ) and A(Gr ) such that the dividing line l begins at the
pinning point of v (or at the allowed segment where we then place v), and ends at the base (where
we then place u.)
The interior vertices of Pv are pinned to l as follows:
• If v was on the allowed segment, then l is a vertical segment. Pin all vertices of Pv in order
on l inside the top ε-region. See Figure 5a.
• If v was at a pinning point (hence l has a bend b), then let w be the topmost (closest to v)
vertex of degree 3 on Pv for which the neighbour that is not on Pv belongs to Gr . If w does
not exist, then all vertices in Pv remain unpinned (they will be placed on the allowed segment
for Gl , and have degree 2 in Gr .) If w does exist, then pin it to b, and pin all vertices between
w and u on Pl on the vertical segment of l, below w, in order and within the top ε-region.
The other points of Pl remain unpinned and will be on the horizontal segment adjacent to w
(which is the allowed segment for Tl .) See Figure 5b.
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The verification that this is a correct pinning for both subgraphs and both T-staircases is tedious
but straightforward, and therefore left to the reader.
Case (2): Assume G can be divided into a dart-shaped graph Gt and a single face Gb by a
horizontal path Ph from a vertex c0l 6= cl , ct ∈ Pl to a vertex c0r 6= cr , ct ∈ Pr . Since G is pinned
correctly to T , c0l and c0r may be assigned to a pinning point or could be placed on the allowed
segment. By Lemma 4.2 it is possible to draw an orthogonal path l from c0l to c0r that divides T
into a T-staircase T 0 of area A(Gt ) and a shape B of area A(Gb ). We will not assign any vertices
6= c0l , c0r to positions in T 0 . We again leave to the reader the lengthy but straightforward verification
that this indeed pins Gt to T 0 correctly.
So in either case, the subgraphs that have more than one interior face have been pinned correctly to a T-staircase of appropriate area. Hence by induction the subgraphs can be drawn while
respecting the pinned vertices, and putting the drawings together gives a drawing of G.
2
Theorem 2 Any 3-regular 3-connected planar graph G = (V, E) can be drawn orthogonally with
given interior face areas, at most 4 bends per edge, and at most 12 corners per face.
Proof: Compute a canonical order with V1 = {v1 , . . . , vj } and VK = {vn } and orient edges
accordingly. Then G0 = G − v1 is dart-shaped with corners cl = vj , cr = v2 and ct = vn (Lemma
3.1.)
Let T be any rectangle with area A(G0 ). Clearly T is a T-staircase. Pin vj to the bottom
left corner, v2 to the bottom right corner, and vn to the left top corner of T . Pin all vertices
on the vertical path from vj to vn to the left side of T , in order, and inside the ε-region. It is
straightforward to verify that G0 is pinned correctly to T .
vn
v
w

v

f1

v1

u

u

(a)

(b)

vj

Drawing of G − v1

f2

v2

(c)

Figure 5: (a) Pinning vertices when dividing the T-staircase vertically. (b) Pinning vertices when
dividing the T-staircase with one bend, and vertex w exists. (c) The base case: Pinning v2 and the
vertices on Pl , and how to add v1 .
.
By Lemma 4.3, we can recursively draw G0 inside T respecting the face areas. Any edge is part
of a dividing path created during the algorithm, and hence has at most 4 bends.
Now we argue that each interior face of G0 has at most 12 corners, and do this by arguing that
it has at most 4 reflex corners. Observe that such corners are necessarily at bends, since vertices
6= v1 , v2 , vn have degree 3, and v1 , v2 , vn do not form reflex corners for interior faces.
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Recall that any T-staircase has at most 2 bends that are at reflex corners if its graph is pinned
correctly to it. Hence any face reached in the base case of the recursion has at most 2 reflex corners.
The only kind of face not reached in the base case is the face B below the dividing path l that we
create in Lemma 4.2. This dividing path l adds at most 2 reflex corners to the face below, so such
a face has at most 4 reflex corners. Either way, each face has at most k ≤ 4 reflex corners. Since
it has k + 4 convex corners, the total number of corners is at most 12.
Thus G0 is now drawn inside the rectangle with at most 4 bends per edge and 12 corners per
face. To draw G, we need to add the vertex v1 and its three incident edges, and it is easy to do so
while respecting areas and with 2 bends in those edges; see Figure 5c.
2

5

Remarks

We would like to end the paper with numerous remarks and pointers for future work.
• Following our construction, it is easy to see that all coordinates are rational if we choose the
rectangle for the outer-most recursion, and the “free” coordinate for pinning vertices to be
rational. However, it remains open how small the rational coordinates are, i.e., what grid-size
would be needed if we scaled them to be integers. We do not expect a polynomial bound here,
but do the coordinates satisfy, say, O(n!2n ) if A ≡ 1? Or can we at last bound the minimum
edge-segment length or minimum feature size?
• While the coordinates in our drawings depend on the prescribed areas, the shape of the
drawing, i.e., which edge bends in which direction how often, is independent of it. Hence our
drawings are area-universal: For any assignment of areas, we can change the length of the
edges only and obtain a planar drawing that respects the area assignment.
• It is easy to compute the shape of our drawing in linear time, following the steps of the
recursion. However, computing the actual coordinates is more complicated. The bottleneck
is the computation of X in Lemma 4.1. Computing this using the smaller of the subgraphs
leads to an O(n log n) time, amortized over all vertices (details are omitted.) Reducing this
to O(n) remains an open problem.
• Our algorithm works for graphs with maximum degree 3. Extending it to higher degrees
would require generalizing dart-shaped graphs (which is fairly straightforward: the bottom
horizontal path must be allowed to vanish.) But we have not been able to generalize a Tstaircase such that many vertices may be at reflex vertices (as required if they have degree
4), without creating too many bends, and allowing for easy division. It is known [15] that
every graph with maximum degree 4 has an orthogonal drawings respecting given face areas,
but it remains open whether we can additionally demand O(1) corners per face always.
• Our algorithm was designed for 3-connected graphs. It is possible to extend this result to
graphs with less connectivity by introducing extra vertices and edges until the graph is 3connected, and removing them in the final drawing. However, with this approach the number
of corners per face could be arbitrarily large. Can we instead explicitly maintain and combine
3-connected components to obtain a small constant number of corners per face?
• Finally, area-respecting drawings could also be studied in the hexagonal or octagonal grid.
Can such grids be used to reduce the number of corners to less than 12?
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